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Abstract. As it is well known, legal norms are triadic structures, formed by an antecedent, a deontic operator and a consequence. The present paper is an analysis of the first element of that structure, the antecedent, which is, as stated here, the decisive element of norms regarding the tasks legal operators have to realize in order to solve legal problems. Within the analysis of the antecedent, some propositions are defended. For instance: the distinction between rules and principles has nothing to do with the one that divides categorical and hypothetical norms; that distinction is of structural nature and it is located in the antecedent; or, that distinction allows to see that the antecedent of principle norms is always formed by disjunctive conditions, without any necessary connection with the wording used by normative authorities in the norm sentence. Besides all this, the paper evaluates some other features of the antecedent: the relationship between the norm sentence and the antecedent described by the text; the amount of information that is given by this normative element; how it is formed; the possible connections between its internal conditions; or, the separation between its subjective and material parts.
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1. Norm formulations and norms: a complete norm and its antecedent

1.1 It is common knowledge in legal theory that norm formulations and norms are different entities with a meaning relationship: the content of norms is the meaning of the expression realized in norm formulations\(^1\). It is also recognized, however, that the relationship

between these entities does not lead to an exact correspondence between them: it is usual to observe, in any legal order, norm formulations that do not express a complete norm or that express more than one\(^2\). Different cases, only indicative, can illustrate this lack of correspondence: (i) the deontic operator and the consequence are in one norm formulation and the antecedent is in another, (ii) the norm formulation has two deontic modes for different consequences and or distinct antecedents, or (iii) the antecedent is not expressed in any norm formulation.

1.1.1 Next (i) with two norm formulations (NF) of one norm (N), next (ii) with a NF of two N, and next (iii) with a NF without reference to the antecedent (A) of the N expressed:

(i) NF1 = Spaces (bc) are restaurants (b) and bars (c); NF2 = In spaces is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = b \& c F x;
(ii) NF3 = In restaurants (b), dogs (w) are not allowed but it is permitted to smoke (x); N2 = b F w; N3 = b P x;
(iii) NF4 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N4 = F x.

1.2 Among all these cases, the last one is the most problematic to legal theory: at once, because without representation of the antecedent, the definition of the norm content is necessarily more than placing meanings within norm elements. But, also, because it is the case that raises broader questions. For instance, from a norm formulation without references to the antecedent it is pertinent to ask if the linguistic (or graphical) absence means that the norm has no antecedent at all, as it is justified to demand, more generally, if there are norms that can be categorized exactly by the property of having no antecedent. Furthermore, if any of the answers are negative, other questions arise,
such as what is the content of an unexpressed antecedent or if the absence of expression has consequences on its structure³.

1.2.1 Next (i), (ii) and (iii) with NF without expression of the A:
(i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x);
(ii) NF2 = Freedom of expression (k) is guaranteed;
(iii) NF3 = Administrative bodies must act proportionally (z).

1.3 Nonetheless, and considering its immaterial nature, all answers depend on the definition of what a complete norm is, specifically in what regards the antecedent⁴. For this purpose, three propositions can be adopted: (i) normative conditions of validity are not part of the norm antecedent; (ii) common conditions of applicability are also not part of the antecedent, and (iii) negative conditions, or defeaters, are not part of the antecedent as well. Jointing these three propositions, and disregarding the deontic operator and the consequence, the following criterion of norm individuation appears: a norm is a deontic unit containing only its particular positive conditions of applicability⁵.

1.3.1 Next (i) with an A formed by conditions of validity, next (ii) with an A formed by common conditions of applicability, and next (iii) with an A formed by a negative condition:
(i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = [if produced respecting all applicable norms] F x;
(ii) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = [for all the territory of the legal order and for the future] F x;

⁴ Naturally, the deontic operator and the consequence are not relevant in this context and, all things considered, the «complete norm problem» is clearly a matter of antecedent. On the problem, L. Duarte d’Almeida, Norme Giuridiche Complete, in: Analisi e Diritto, 2009, p. 212; T. Spaak, Norms that Confer Competence, in: Ratio Juris, 16, 2003, p. 97.
(iii) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); NF2 = It is allowed to smoke Cuban cigars; N3 = [Unless it is a Cuban cigar] F x.

1.4 The explanation for removing conditions of validity from the antecedent, even though all its tradition, rests on the fact that those conditions are not requirements to which the consequence is subordinated, but, differently, requirements for considering the norm in question as an existing part of the legal order. Thus, conditions of validity do not give any specific information about what the consequence depends on: they give information about the relationship between the norm and the legal order and, consequently, they are also conditions of the antecedent itself. Even admitting that a specific norm can have specific conditions of validity, this feature shows that those conditions in the antecedent are useless and represent an effective distortion about what an antecedent is.

1.4.1 Next (i) with conditions of validity in an unexpressed A, next (ii) with conditions of validity in an expressed A, and next (iii) with the same N without conditions of validity:
   (i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = [if produced respecting all applicable norms] F x;
   (ii) NF2 = While driving (d) is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = [if produced respecting all applicable norms] ∧ d F x;
   (iii) NF2 = While driving (d) is forbidden to smoke (x); N3 = d F x.

1.5 The distinction between common and particular conditions of applicability divides those that result from normal circumstances of space and time associated with the action of the normative authority from conditions that are out of that circle and, therefore, do not have to do with them or, if they do, that particularly change them. Disregarding common conditions in the antecedent is a conventional move justified by the fact that they are not specific to a norm adopted by the normative authority: if not changed, they are common to all norms produced by the normative authority. Thus, it seems closer to what happens in a

---

7 See, G. Pino, cit., p. 24; L. Duarte d’Almeida, cit., p. 212; E. Bulygin and D. Mendonca, cit., p. 74.
legal order to consider that common conditions of applicability are expressed by other norms, specifically those that define the exercise of competence norms by the normative authority\(^8\).

1.5.1 Next (i) with an A formed by common conditions of applicability, next (ii) with an A formed by particular conditions of applicability, and next (iii) with an example of a N expressing common conditions of applicability (on the exercise of power conferring norms):

(i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = [for the territory of the legal order and for the future] F x;
(ii) NF2 = In Lisbon (e) and until January 2015 (f) it is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = e \land f F x;
(iii) NF3 = Norms produced (g) are valid for the territory of the legal order (s) and for the future (r); N3 = g O s \land r.

1.6 Regarding an antecedent, negative conditions are all that prevent the consequence to be the case, even when, of course, the positive ones ascertain. They are negative, not because they instantiate some absence or are expressed by any kind of negation, which is irrelevant on the matter, but because their presence stops normative conditionality: a negative condition is a sufficient condition to block the consequence. Withdrawing negative conditions from antecedents is justified by two main reasons\(^9\). First, if they behave as normative defeaters, by definition they have to be seen as exterior to the defeated norm. Second, if a legal order has a norm imposing that special norms defeat general ones (lex specialis derogat legi generali), the legal order itself qualifies a special norm as a distinct unit.

1.6.1 Next (i) with one NF and its N, next (ii) with a N that appears as a defeater, and next (iii) with one NF leading to different N (no defeater inside the first N):

---

(i) NF1 = While driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); $N_1 = d \land \neg F x$.
(ii) NF2 = If it is a Cuban cigar (h), it is allowed to smoke (x); $N_2 = h \land \neg \neg F x$.
(iii) NF3 = While driving (d), unless Cuban cigars (h), it is forbidden to smoke (x); $N_1 = d \land h \land \neg F x$.

2. The antecedent: its structure

2.1 The antecedent, also called hypothesis or factual predicate, consists in an indication of something: this means that this element, differently from the deontic operator, which constitutes the directive part of the norm, has a descriptive character. Represented in the antecedent is, therefore, what belongs to the world of «sein», what is currently called facts, although the concept covers distinct things as empirical occurrences or immaterial entities. For the sake of simplicity, antecedent facts can be divided in two: (i) human actions, when the description has human behavior as object and (ii) states of affairs, when the content is any kind of reality that is not related to human behavior. Of course, examples of these two can be mixed in an antecedent.

2.1.1 Next (i) with an A formed by a human action, next (ii) with an A formed by a state of affairs, and next (iii) with an A formed by a state of affairs and a human action:

(i) NF1 = While driving (d) is forbidden to smoke (x); $N_1 = d \land \neg F x$.
(ii) NF2 = If it rains (i) it is forbidden to smoke (x); $N_2 = i \land \neg F x$.
(iii) NF3 = If it rains (i) and while driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); $N_3 = i \land d \land \neg F x$.

2.2 Human actions and states of affairs within an antecedent can be organized in distinct units: conditions. These units are not easily individuated: because they can be properties of a human action or a complete one, and similarly for states of affairs, defining the extent of each one is a task commonly made under the wording used by


normative authorities in the norm formulation\(^{12}\). Even though this is not satisfactory, considering a goal of objectiveness, it seems that there is no other alternative to admitting that conditions can be specified under distinct criteria of magnitude. Obviously, when comparing antecedents from different norms, relations of intersection, consumption and concordance have to be taken into account, even if conditions were semantically formed with distinct criteria of individuation.

2.2.1 Next (i) with a N with three conditions in its A, next (ii) with the same N but formed with only two conditions, and next (iii) with a N that also has two conditions, but, because it has a distinct semantic magnitude of conditions, creates a relation of intersection with the first N:

(i) \( NF_1 = \text{With water (j) falling from clouds (l) and while driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); } N_1 = j \land l \land d \land F x \);

(ii) \( NF_2 = \text{If it rains (i) and while driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); } N_2 = i \land d \land F x = N_1 = j \land l \land d \land F x \);

(iii) \( NF_3 = \text{While driving (d) in unsafe conditions (m), it is forbidden to smoke (x); } N_3 = d \land m \land F x \).

2.3 Accepting that the antecedent can be formulated as the normative authority wants to, obviously in a scenario where there is a norm formulation including this part of the norm, the composition of an antecedent can contain, in what regards its conditions, the most distinct combinations. With variable content, antecedents can have one or more conditions and, in this last case, they can be conjunctive or disjunctive. Naturally, when conditions are conjunctive all of them are necessary to trigger the norm consequence and when they are alternative only one is sufficient to produce the effect foreseen. Of course, nothing prevents antecedents with both conjunctive and disjunctive conditions.

2.3.1 Next (i) with a N that has conjunctive conditions, next (ii) with a N that has disjunctive conditions, and next (iii) with a N that has conjunctive and disjunctive conditions:

(i) NF1 = If it rains (i) and while driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = i ∧ d F x;
(ii) NF2 = If it rains (i) or snows (n), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = i ∨ n F x;
(iii) NF3 = If it rains (i) or snows (n) and while driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = i ∨ n ∧ d F x.

2.4 Conditions of a consequence, as stated before, can be positive or negative. Under the criterion of norm individuation adopted, negative conditions are positive conditions of another norm, specifically a norm that defeats the first one. Nevertheless, concerning their formulation, conditions can be distinguished between: (i) positively formulated conditions, those that require an action or some affirmative state of affairs and (ii) negatively formulated conditions, those that ask for an absence or are formulated under any kind of negation. If the difference is not very interesting, its value lays on the distinction with positive and negative conditions: positively and negatively formulated conditions can be negative or positive conditions depending on the defeasibility they cause.

2.4.1 Next (i) with a N whose NF has positively formulated conditions, next (ii) with a N that has a negatively formulated condition (still a positive condition), and next (iii) with a N that has a negatively formulated condition that is effectively a negative condition (a positive one of another N):
(i) NF1 = While driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = d F x;
(ii) NF2 = Without rain (~i) and while driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = ~i ∧ d F x;
(iii) NF3 = While driving (d) and if does not rain (~i), it is allowed to smoke (x); N1 = d F x; N3 = d ∧ ~i ∧ F x;

2.5 Until now, only the material part of antecedents has been considered. However, when antecedents regard human actions they also have a component related to its addressees. Antecedent addressees form the circle of persons whose performance of the action foreseen can trigger the norm consequence. If there is no reference to them in the norm formulation, this means that antecedent addressees are all persons under the norm’s common conditions of applicability. Naturally,
antecedent addressees can be defined in narrow circles of persons. Additionally, antecedents addressees can be foreseen disjunctively or conjunctively: in the first case, any member of the circle triggers the consequence, in the second the consequence is subordinated to an action performed by all members of the circle.

2.5.1 Next (i) with a NF without reference to A addressees, next (ii) with a NF that creates a narrow and disjunctive circle of A addressees, and next (iii) with a NF with a narrow circle of conjunctive A addressees:

(i) NF1 = While driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = d [all persons] F x;
(ii) NF2 = While driving taxis (d'), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = d [any taxi drivers] F x;
(iii) NF3 = If taxi drivers go on strike (o), public buses are free (q); N3 = o [all taxi drivers] O q.

2.6 These considerations already suggest that there is no necessary connection between antecedent addressees and consequence addressees. Norms can have the same addressees in the antecedent and in the consequence, as they can have distinct addressees in these two elements of the norm structure. However, this proposition enables the recognition of a more relevant one: the property of generality, that divides general and particular norms, is not located in the antecedent. Because norms are general if and only if their consequence addressees are indeterminate, a norm is still general if the previous condition is satisfied although antecedent addressees are determinate.

2.6.1 Next (i) with a N that has the same A and consequence (C) addressees, next (ii) with a N that has different A and C addressees, and next (iii) with a N that has determinate A addressees but is still general:

(i) NF1 = If taxi drivers go on strike (o), they have to justify their reasons (t); N1 = o [taxi drivers] O [taxi drivers] t;
(ii) NF2 = If taxi drivers go on strike (o), labor unions have to announce it (u); N2 = o [taxi drivers] O [unions] u;
(iii) NF3 = If Smith goes on strike (o), labor unions have to announce it (u); N3 = o [Smith] O [unions] u.

2.7 Differently from generality, the property of abstraction is clearly located in the norm antecedent. By abstraction it is meant that a norm is applicable to more than one case or, better said, to indeterminate cases of the kind foreseen\textsuperscript{14}. The reason why abstraction is a property of antecedents seems to be easily comprehensible: in question is a feature related with the repeatability of the human action or the state of affairs to which the consequence is subordinated. Considering both properties, it seems justified to claim that while generality deals with indeterminacy in the subjective impact of a norm when applicable, abstraction is related with indeterminacy in the material impact of a norm regarding its applicability.

2.7.1 Next (i) with an abstract N, next (ii) with a concrete but general N, and next (iii) with an abstract and individual N (particular norm \([PN]\)):

(i) \(NF_1 = \text{While driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x)}; N_1 = d \text{ F } x\);

(ii) \(NF_2 = \text{In January 2015 (f'}, \text{it is forbidden to smoke (x)}; N_2 = f \text{ F [all persons] } x\);

(iii) \(NF_3 = \text{While driving (d), Smith is forbidden to smoke (x)}; PN_1 = d \text{ F [Smith] } x\);

3. The antecedent: its tasks

3.1 Within the norm structure, the antecedent realizes many tasks. The most intuitively perceptible one is to define what is necessary for the consequence to take place: applicability. This task of antecedents puts them in the role of being the criterion of choice among norms whenever there is a legal problem, which pushes norm consequences to be always and only indirectly chosen: solutions depend on a previous choice that has antecedents as leading figure. Applicability appears, thus, as the key to solve any legal problem and this task of antecedents makes visible that there are no legal solutions without choosing one of them.

3.1.1 Next (i) as a legal problem (LP), next (ii) with two N with their A, and next (iii) as the legal solution (LS) made under A choice:

(i) LP = Is it allowed to smoke a Cuban cigar while driving?
(ii) NF = While driving (d), unless Cuban cigars (h), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = d F x; N2 = d ∧ h  □F x;
(iii) LS = LP → (d) ∨ (d ∧ h) → (d ∧ h) → ¬F x; LS = ¬F x.

3.2 The previous point already suggests another task realized by antecedents: mapping normative conflicts. From the proposition, commonly accepted, that there is no incompatibility of legal effects if norms do not share conditions of applicability, it follows that the existence of normative conflicts depends on the overlap of two antecedents. Moreover, it is the type of overlapping that defines the nature of the conflict: consumption (total ↔ partial), intersection (partial ↔ partial) and concordance (total ↔ total) are connections usually appointed to norms that, rigorously, only regard their antecedent. Thus, antecedents state whether a normative conflict is unsolvable or not.

3.2.1 Next (i) and (ii) with two NF that have four N, and (iii) with the distinct connections of their A as types of overlapping (creating normative conflicts with incompatibility of consequences):

(i) NF1 = While driving (d), unless Cuban cigars (h), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = d F x; N2 = d ∧ h  ~F x;
(ii) NF2 = While driving (d), unless if it rains (i), it is allowed to smoke (x); N3 = d P x; N4 = d ∧ i  ~P x;
(iii) N1 ↔ N3 = total ↔ total; N1 ↔ N2 = total ↔ partial; N2 ↔ N4 = partial ↔ partial.

3.3 Antecedents also realize another task of most significance: creating non-conditions. Among the unlimited human actions and states of affairs possible, antecedents comprehend a selection of those whose occurrence triggers the foreseen consequence. With this, antecedents draw a line between human actions and states of affairs that are conditionally connected with the consequence and those that are not.

the negative side of the line are, hence, all human actions and states of affairs whose occurrence could not lead to the consequence to take place: they are, or they become, through the antecedent, non-conditions.

3.3.1 Next (i) with a NF with two N, next (ii) with the conditions selected by their A, and next (iii) with examples of non-conditions (NC) taken from the set of all remaining human actions and states of affairs (HASA):

(i) NF1 = While driving (d), unless Cuban cigars (h), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = d F x; N2 = d ∧ h ¬F x;
(ii) N1 = d; N2 = d ∧ h;
(iii) NC = (HASA) - d ∧ h = for instance: walking, eating, raining, snowing...

3.4 Creating non-conditions is a task performed by antecedents that is decisive for conditionality of norms. If a norm has no non-conditions, that necessarily means that all human actions and states of affairs can trigger the consequence, which is accordingly always applicable and always in application: no matter what is happening now, it is fulfilling the antecedent. As this creates a scenario of permanent application of the norm, it is not possible to qualify it as conditional: conventionally, being conditional means that the norm is applicable, not that is applied. Thus, non-conditions are a necessary condition to conditionality.

3.4.1 Next (i) as a NF without A, next (ii) as the representation of a norm in permanent application, and next (iii) with the N in a conditional status through the recognition of a NC:

(i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = F x;
(ii) If N1 = ¬NC F x → unconditional norm → always in application;
(iii) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = F x; F x is conditional iff NC1 F x; for instance NC1 = sleeping.

4. The antecedent between hypothetical and categorical norms

4.1 The distinction between hypothetical and categorical norms has been seen, under some perspectives, as a division of norms with and
without antecedent or, which is the same for the present purposes, as a division of norms with and without conditions. As was correctly sustained, this classification mistakes the distinction with another one, specifically the distinction between conditional and unconditional norms: both hypothetical and categorical norms are conditional and their consequence depends on both cases on an antecedent. If this is true, then a norm is hypothetical or categorical under a different criterion.

4.1.1 Next (i) as an example of a categorical N, next (ii) as an example of an hypothetical N, and next (iii) with the connection between categorical N and unconditionality:

(i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = F x = categorical norm;
(ii) NF2 = While driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = d F x = hypothetical norm;
(iii) If N1 = F x has an antecedent, then it is not categorical for being unconditional.

4.2 In order to show that norms are not categorical for being unconditional or, at least, that they can be reformulated as hypothetical, the introduction of a tautological antecedent has been proposed. A tautological antecedent is a strictly formal one containing opposite disjunctive conditions: the consequence depends on the alternative occurrence of two contrary conditions. It seems clear, however, that the tautological antecedent does not show the conditional character of categorical norms. Even if it allows an appearance of antecedent, it is not acceptable to sustain conditionality through the tautological antecedent: at once, and as seen, without non-conditions there is no conditionality.

4.2.1 Next (i) with a categorical N, next (ii) with the introduction of a tautological A, and next (iii) with the equivalence between the tautological antecedent and the inexistence of NC:

(i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = F x = categorical norm;
(ii) NF2 = while driving (d) or not driving (~d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = d ∨ ~d F x;
(iii) N1 = d ∨ ~d F x = ~NC F x → N1 is not a conditional norm.

---


17 See, M. Zorrilla, cit., p. 126.

4.3 However, if the distinction between categorical and hypothetical norms is based on the additional condition to the content criterion, besides a proper criterion for the difference, it is possible to show that categorical norms are effectively conditional\textsuperscript{19}. Under this perspective, a norm is categorical if its condition is only exercising any opportunity for doing what is in its content: thus, in a categorical norm there is nothing more in the antecedent than an action related with the consequence. Differently, a norm is hypothetical if its condition, besides that exercise of any opportunity for doing what is in its content, has a further condition: it is this additional condition, hence, that makes the norm hypothetical\textsuperscript{20}. As it seems acceptable, this is a proper criterion for the difference: it defines categorical norms strictly on the basis of what is its content or, which is the same here, its consequence.

4.3.1 Next (i) with a categorical N, next (ii) with its conditions, next (iii) with an hypothetical N, and next (iv) with its conditions:
(i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = F x = categorical norm;
(ii) N1 with its conditions = (exercise of any opportunity for x) F x;
(iii) NF2 = While driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = d F x;
(iv) N2 with its conditions = (exercise of any opportunity for x) \wedge d F x;

4.4 Accepting the previous criterion as an adequate one to distinguish categorical and hypothetical norms, it becomes visible that categorical norms are conditional. If categorical norms are those that depend only on exercising opportunities for doing what is in its content, then the antecedent also creates non-conditions: here, they are the set of all human actions and states of affairs that are not opportunities for doing what is in the consequence\textsuperscript{21}. In this negative side of the line drawn by the antecedent there is, thus, a set formed by empirical impossibilities or logical contradictions to what are those opportunities\textsuperscript{22}.

\textsuperscript{19} Although the criterion designation was made here, the reference is, obviously, to what is sustained by G. VON WRIGHT, \textit{Norm and Action}, London, 1963, p. 74.
\textsuperscript{20} In Georg von Wright's own words, norms are hypothetical if "its condition is the condition which must be satisfied if there is going to be an opportunity for doing the thing which is its content and some further condition". Ivi, p. 74.
\textsuperscript{21} Besides opportunities not exercised, of course.
If this leads to non-conditions, then it is possible to claim that categorical norms are conditional.

4.4.1 Next (i) and next (iii) with categorical N with their A, and next (ii) and next (iv) with the set and an example of HASA that are NC:

(i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = (exercise of any opportunity for x) F x;
(ii) NC of N1 = (HASA) - (opportunities for smoking) = for instance: states of affairs without tobacco;
(iii) NF2 = It is obligatory to close car doors (y); N2 = (exercise of any opportunity for y) O y;
(iv) NC of N2 = (HASA) - (opportunities for closing doors) = for instance: when car doors are closed;

5. The antecedent between rules and principles

5.1 The distinction between hypothetical and categorical norms, especially in what regards its antecedent, has been pointed as a possibility to explain the structural difference between norms that are rules and norms that are principles. The suggestion is even more appealing as it is known that, besides some vague explanations, there was never an analytical demonstration of the difference based on the structure of norms. In what regards antecedents and the role they play in the distinction between rules and principles the same can be said: it has not been clear whether they play or not a decisive part on the difference.

5.1.1 Next (i) and (ii) already assume examples of N that are principles (P), and next (iii) does the same towards a N that is a rule (R):

(i) NF1 = Freedom of expression (k) is guaranteed; N1 = P k;

---


24 Robert Alexy often speaks about a structural difference between rules and principles (for instance, R. Alexy, cit., p. 294), but as a structural difference on the behavior of norms and not in their structure. In the same way, Manuel Atienza and Juan Manero speak about openness and closeness of antecedents, but, as it seems, without a structural demonstration (M. Atienza and J. Manero, cit., p. 33).
(iii) NF2 = In their activity (p), administrative bodies must act proportionally (z); N2 = p O z;

(iii) NF3 = While driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N3 = d F x;

5.2 However, all this depends on how these two kinds of norms can be distinguished. In order to do it, two symptoms of the difference can be used. First, while a rule, if not defeated, applies completely its consequence, a principle seems to be more or less applicable or, in other words, seems to have a gradual applicability. Second, while a rule seems to define precisely its own borders, a principle behaves as an expansible norm (Optimierungsgebote), stopping only against contrary norms25. Because they can be easily contradicted, other traditional symptoms of the difference can not be taken into account. For instance: (i) both rules and principles are prima facie norms since they can be both defeated by other norms, and (ii) both rules and principles can lead, depending on the kind of conflict, into the application of conflict norms or into a balancing26.

5.2.1 Next (i) with a P and the statement that it can be more or less applied, next (ii) with the same P and the statement that its limits appear to come from other N and next (iii) with a R and the statement that those features are not recognizable in it:

(i) NF1 = Freedom of expression (k) is guaranteed; N1 = P k: freedom of expression can be more or less applied;

(ii) NF1 = Freedom of expression (k) is guaranteed; N1 = P k: freedom of expression stops with honor protection;

(iii) NF2 = While driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = d F x: no gradualism and no expansibility.


26 Arguing that principles are in conflicts in the same way as rules, D. DUARTE, Rebutting Defeasibility as Operative Normative Defeasibility, in: AA.VV., Liber Amicorum de José de Sousa Brito, Almedina, Coimbra, 2009, p. 161.


5.3 If the structural difference between hypothetical and categorical norms was the explanation for the difference between rules and principles, then it would be impossible to find hypothetical norms with the symptoms of principles or categorical norms with the antecedent of rules. However, that impossibility does not seem to be true. In any legal order, and now considering only the first connection, there are norms that are hypothetical and, simultaneously, behave as principles: (i) they intuitively show a gradual application, (ii) they tend to be expansible towards the limit provided by other norms, but (iii) they have an antecedent with additional conditions to the exercise of opportunities for doing what is in its content.

5.3.1 Next (i) with a N that is presented here as a P, next (ii) with that P and the statement that it can be more or less applied, next (iii) with the same P and the statement that its limits come from other norms and next (iv) with the P and its further condition identifying it as an hypothetical N:

(i) NF1 = In their activity (p), administrative bodies must act proportionally (z); N1 = p O z;
(ii) N1 is gradual: administrative bodies can choose, for instance, among more or less adequate alternatives;
(iii) N1 is expansible: proportional administrative activity stops, for instance, with the right to property;
(iv) N1 is an hypothetical norm: it has a further condition besides means-ends relations: administrative activity.

5.4 The same can be said about the second connection provided by this explanation: categorical norms and rules. Any legal order has norms with the features of rules that share the identifying property of categorical norms: (i) they have an antecedent only formed by the exercise of opportunities for doing what is in its content, without further conditions, (ii) they have no gradual applicability, and (iii) they are not expansible. With norms like these, in addition to what was mentioned previously, the hypothetical versus categorical explanation for the structural difference between rules and principles seems to fail completely.

27 With the same result under different reasons, M.C. Redondo, cit., 2005, p. 66.
5.4.1 Next (i) with a N that is presented here as a R, next (ii) with that R and the statement that it does not lead to a more or less application, next (iii) with the statement that its limits do not come from other norms and next (iv) with its identification as a categorical N:

(i) NF1 = It is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = F x;
(ii) N1 is not gradual: or it is or it is not allowed to smoke;
(iii) N1 is not expansible: the prohibition stops on human actions regarding smoking (the norm itself);
(iv) N1 is a categorical norm: there is no further condition in the antecedent besides what comes from its content.

5.5 As it is claimed here, the structural explanation for the difference between rules and principles lays somewhere else: on the determinacy or indeterminacy of human actions and states of affairs foreseen in the antecedent of norms. Thus, while the antecedent of rules specifies what human actions or states of affairs trigger the consequence, principles have an antecedent that prevents knowing previously which and all human actions or states of affairs are previsited\(^{28}\). Therefore, antecedents with this indeterminacy are antecedents of norms that are principles. The key for the difference is, consequently, on what such indeterminacy means in the structure of antecedents and, also, on what follows from that structure.

5.5.1 Next (i) with a N that is a R, next (ii) mentioning the specified HASA foreseen in the A, next (iii) with a N that is a P, and next (iv) with the condition that gives indeterminacy on the HASA foreseen:

(i) NF1 = While driving (d), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = d F x;
(ii) N1 is a rule: HASA foreseen in the antecedent are determinate: driving (and smoking);
(iii) NF2 = In their activity (p), administrative bodies must act proportionally (z); N2 = p O z;
(iv) N2 is a principle: HASA in the antecedent are indeterminate: administrative activity (and means-ends).

5.6 Antecedents with this indeterminacy on human actions and states of affairs foreseen are antecedents formed by an unlimited extent of disjunctive conditions: all unknown human actions or states of affairs

\(^{28}\) Thus, the criterion creates a material distinction and, additionally, a distinction that is independent from the norm formulation and detectable even if there is no expression of the antecedent.
represented. This means, of course, that each one is a sufficient condition for the consequence to take place. At the same time, these conditions are quite fluid, because indeterminacy implicates that there is a continuum among them: any of the human actions foreseen include all its shapes and distinct kinds of exercise without a clear border with the next one. Thus, any action of the world of «sein» fulfils many of these conditions. As it seems, this explains gradualism: the consequence is more or less applicable considering the quantity of conditions that become effectively subordinated to the consequence.

5.6.1 Next (i) with a N that is a P, next (ii) with the definition of its A, next (iii) and (iv) with the structure of the A provided by indeterminacy of HASA, next (v) with another feature of this structure, and next (vi) with the conclusion on gradualism:

(i) NF1 = Freedom of expression (k) is guaranteed; N1 = P k;
(ii) N1 has as antecedent the exercise of any opportunity for doing what is in its content: to express oneself (k);
(iii) N1 foresees indeterminate human actions: make a movie (k1), write a letter (k2), talk loud (k8), etc.;
(iv) N1 has unlimited disjunctive conditions: k1 \lor k2 \lor k3...;
(v) N1 has continuous conditions: talk low (k7), talk loud (k8), talk loud at 03.00 am (k9), etc.;
(vi) N1 consequence is more or less applicable depending on being applied only to k8 or to k8 and k9, and so on.

5.7 Antecedents with the structure given by indeterminacy on human actions or states of affairs are typically extensive and, therefore, particularly vulnerable to normative conflicts: the unlimited, disjunctive and continuous conditions create a sort of endless line with assorted human actions or states of affairs very often shared with other antecedents. As the consequence of the norm will be applied to any and all the conditions fulfilled by a fact of the world of «sein», it is within the conflict with a contrary norm that it is defined which part of reality is subordinated to each one of the consequences. This explains expansibility: without the contrary norm, the consequence would regulate any and all conditions fulfilled and it is within the collision with that contrary norm that is defined where the consequence stops.

5.7.1 Next (i) with a N that is a P, next (ii) with the definition of its A, next (iii) with human actions allowed under the structure of the A,
next (iv) with the particular vulnerability to normative conflicts, and next (v) and (vi) with the conclusion on expansibility:

(i) \( \text{NF1} = \text{Freedom of expression (k) is guaranteed; N1 = P k; } \)

(ii) N1 has as antecedent the exercise of any opportunity for doing what is in its content: to express oneself (k);

(iii) N1 allows all the following: call someone a nice person (k10), a born murderer (k11), a cripple (k12), etc.;

(iv) N1 has two conditions certainly shared with the antecedent of the norm on honor protection (N2): k11 and k12;

(v) If there was no N2 in the legal order, k10, k11 and k12 were all permitted;

(vi) With N2, it is precisely within the conflict of N1 with N2 that k11 or k12 will be defined as allowed or forbidden.

5.8 Antecedents of norms where the indeterminacy on human actions and states of affairs is not detectable, following the criterion here claimed norms that are rules, do not have a structure as was now seen. Even though there might be rules with disjunctive conditions, they are not unlimited, each one of them specifies a precise domain, and if there is a continuum, it is, at best, inside conditions and not among them. This structure of antecedents implicates a normative behavior where the symptoms chosen to recognize principles, and independently from normative conflicts that can lead to a norm defeasibility, are not present: (i) the consequence is applied or not and there is no gradualism, and (ii) because it is applied or not, when it is the consequence is always and only applicable to a defined set of conditions\(^{29}\).

\(^{29}\) Although the structural difference between hypothetical and categorical norms does not explain the difference between rules and principles, it becomes visible, after this, that some categorical norms are principles: of course, as shown, it is not impossible that norms with an antecedent only formed by the exercise of opportunities for doing what is in its content to foresee indeterminate human actions or states of affairs. However, this is just an intersection of categories and no more than that. It is obviously possible that an antecedent like that leads to a determinate selection of human actions or states of affairs. And the main reason for it is that the antecedent of categorical norms is not formed by the opportunities for doing which is in its content, what would lead to a different relation between these categories of norms, but, differently, by an exercise of one of those opportunities. This point makes all the difference: it means, even though those opportunities are unlimited, that if the exercise of any and all of them is just a determinate human action or state of affairs, then the norm in question is a rule (any exercise of an opportunity to smoke is always smoking).
5.8.1 Next (i) with a N that is a R, next (ii) with the determinacy of HASA foreseen in the A, in this example one with disjunctive conditions, next (iii) with the conclusion of no gradualism, and next (iv) with the conclusion regarding the absence of expansibility:

(i) NF1 = While driving (d) or eating (a), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N2 = d ∨ a F x;
(ii) N1 has as antecedent determinate HASA: driving, eating (and smoking);
(iii) N1 is not gradual: it is or it is not allowed to smoke and it is only for driving and eating;
(iv) N1 is not expansible: the prohibition stops on smoking while driving or eating.

5.9 It is important to note that indeterminacy of human actions and states of affairs is not necessarily connected with the use of vague words or other kinds of semantic uncertainty in the formulation of the norm antecedent, if there is one\(^{30}\). Although it is possible to detect norms whose formulation have a vague word and that from its meaning follows an indeterminacy of human actions or states of affairs, the contrary is also possible to find: the semantic uncertainty does not confer this indeterminacy\(^{31}\). Therefore, the presented criterion for a structural distinction between rules and principles is, also for this reason, independent from language: semantic certainty and semantic uncertainty regarding the antecedent can both lead to determinacy or indeterminacy of human actions or states of affairs.

5.9.1 Next (i) with a NF with a vague word in the A, next (ii) with the conclusion that, even though, its N is a R, next (iii) with a NF without semantic uncertainties in the A, next (iv) with the conclusion that, even though, its N is a P:

(i) NF1 = While driving (d) in unsafe conditions (m), it is forbidden to smoke (x); N1 = b ∧ m F x.
(ii) In NF1 «unsafe» is semantically uncertain; however N1 has determinate HASA: it is a rule.
(iii) NF2 = In their activity (p), administrative bodies must act proportionally (z); N2 = p O z;

\(^{30}\) With a similar analysis, G. PINO, cit., p. 54. On the matter, also, D. DUARTE, cit., p. 122.

\(^{31}\) Or does even more: confine the extent of human actions and states of affairs prevised.
(iv) In NF2 «administrative activity» is not vague; however, N2 has indeterminate HASA: it is a principle.

5.10 A final remark: it is evident that the criterion of determinacy or indeterminacy of human actions or states of affairs foreseen in the antecedent depends on what an human action is and on how a state of affairs is identifiable: it depends on a standard able to individuate them. And, as is commonly shown, this is everything but an uncontroversial and consistent matter\textsuperscript{32}. This is not a reason, however, to withdraw it. Even if there might be a large area of penumbra on whether an antecedent foresees indeterminate or determinate human actions or states of affairs, it seems visible that this is a clearly recognizable distinction within antecedents with, as claimed, effective consequences on the behavior of norms in a legal order.
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